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The Indian wellness industry was estimated at close to `85,000 cr
in FY2014-15 and is expected to grow at a compounded annual
growth rate (CAGR) of nearly 12% in the next five years. The
industry is likely to touch about `1.5 trillion by FY20, according
to a recent report by FICCI and Ernst & Young. It is true that over
the last few years, the spa and wellness business has witnessed
a paradigm shift. The primary focus of consumers, as well as the
stakeholders, has moved from being seen as places of pampering
luxury to centres of wellbeing.
Falling prey to demanding lifestyles, acute awareness about healthrelated isssues and the benefits of living well, people from all walks
of life are embracing spa therapies as holistic approach to wellness.
New and innovative massage therapies and techniques are often
employed in accordance with trends. Stakeholders are leaving
no stone unturned to cater to the gradual rise in demand and are
emphasising on client service above everything else, to stay ahead
of competition.
Taking cue from this, we have designed the cover story on the spa
menu. Consumers are drawn towards spas that offer an eclectic
mix of services, and so, an informative and thoughtfully worded spa
menu is crucial. It requires tremendous insight into the business,
consumer psychology and trends, as several issues need to be
factored in. We speak with entrepreneurs, hoteliers and experts to
learn the finer nuances of blending relevance with innovation, and
emerging successful.
In Hair, we meet Franco Vallelonga, Session Hairstylist, Groomer,
Hair Colourist and Educator. All rolled into one, he is an inspiration
for many. In Mumbai since 2016, he recently made waves by
creating Bollywood’e A-lister, Aishwarya Rai Bachchan’s hair looks.
On the home front, we have Sareena Acharya, Style Director,
Enrich Salon & Academy, who is also one of the seven L’Oréal
Professionnel ID Artists. She specialises in precision cutting and is
known in the industry for her impeccable attention to detail.
In Beauty, we have Mumbai-based make-up artist, Varssha
Sugandh Tilokani who chanced upon make-up artistry, but decided
to make a mark in the line. She credits the Internet and social
networking platforms for her incredible journey, and wishes to refine
her craft to the highest degree.
In the Spa section, we present the visual grandeur of Cedar Spa
by L’Occitane at JW Marriott Walnut Grove Resort & Spa, nestled
amidst the Himalayan hill town of Mussoorie with plush dense
jungles in the west and the beautiful Landour to the east. Touted as
the best spa in Mussoorie, Cedar Spa is a haven for Mediterranean
wellness. Zahan Umrigar, CEO of The Palms Spa, Bangalore,
shares his views on the wellness industry of India, USPs of the spa,
future plans, and more.
All this an lot more in this issue. Happy reading, liking and sharing
on FB, Twitter and Insta!

Hair: Robert Kirby using Id Hair
Photography: Benjamin Johnson
Make-up: Lee Pearson
Styling: Elisa Heinesen
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MAIN INTERVIEW

Getting started

Franco
Vallelonga

Kicking
up Quite a
Storm

Franco Vallelonga, Session
Hairstylist, Groomer, Hair
Colourist and Educator, all rolled
into one, is an inspiration for
many. In Mumbai since 2016, he
recently made waves by creating
Bollywood’s A-lister, Aishwarya
Rai Bachchan’s hair looks. With
Salon India, he shares his journey,
personal annecdotes and more
by Shivpriya Bajpai
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I never planned a career in
hairdressing. In Australia, from
high school we go to work at
the age of 15. I wanted to be
an interior designer and hence,
went to a high school that
specialised in Art. Being one of
those art students, hairdressing
sounded more artistic, so I
decided to gain work experience
at a salon in Perth. I enjoyed it
and was offered a job by the
end of the week; and that was
just the beginning!

Educational background
I apprenticed for four years in
Australia. Later, I trained as a
colour technician with L’Oréal
and moved to London to take
up courses in Afro hair, hair
extensions and wigs, and
long hair styling. I also did a
teacher training course and
taught level-1 hairdressing
for a year. Besides hair, I also
trained in men’s grooming and
massage therapy. I was part
of the Fellowship for British
Hairdressing F.A.M.E Team
in 2004. We travelled and
educated for a year and it was
an amazing experience.

Mentors
Through my career, I have
had many mentors namely,
Sam McKnight, Neil Moodie,

ROLE MODEL

Getting started
I have been influenced by art and fashion ever since I was a child.
I took to this industry like a fish takes to water. I love what I do!

Professional background

Sareena Acharya

Artistic Vision
Sareena Acharya, Style Director at
Enrich Salon, Mumbai is one of the
seven L’Oréal Professionnel ID Artists.
She specialises in precision cutting
and is known in the industry for her
impeccable attention to detail
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After my graduation in Commerce, I enrolled myself for a
professional hairdressing course at the Lakme Training Academy.
I know that to upgrade my skills I would need to study further. So,
I have also done specialised trainings in cut, colour and styling
by international Portfolio artists at L’Oréal, like, Caroline Newman,
Bertrem, Laurent D’Creton, Trevor Sorbie, Nathan Walker, and Tom
Cornell. Since I conduct trainings, I have realised that teaching is
the best method of learning. I have trained over 1,000 students in
a six-year period and it has been a learning experience.

Challenges faced
A decade ago, our society was reluctant to approve this industry.
Being recognised in this field, in fact recognising this field itself
was a challenge. Now, the industry is progressing at a great
pace. Some people, like myself, have stuck through, and are in a
situation where we are able to give back to the industry, and help it
grow further.

IN FOCUS

The Spa Menu

Holistic Blend of Relevance
and Innovation

Consumers are drawn towards spas that offer an eclectic mix of services, and so, an
informative and thoughtfully worded spa menu is crucial. It requires tremendous insight
into the business, consumer psychology and trends, as several issues need to be factored in.
We speak with entrepreneurs, hoteliers and experts to learn the ÷ner nuances of blending
relevance with innovation, and emerging successful
by Aradhana V Bhatnagar
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ARTIST INTERVIEW

Varssha Sugandh Tilokani
Inspired to Succeed

Mumbai-based
make-up artist,
Varssha Sugandh
Tilokani, chanced
upon make-up
artistry, but decided
to make a mark in the
line. She credits the
Internet and social
networking platforms
for her incredible
journey, and wishes
to re÷ne her craft to
the highest degree
by Shivpriya Bajpai

Glorious start
By education, I am a Commerce graduate but got married early and, so was caught up in that phase
of life. I have always been keen on make-up and skin care, and after getting pregnant with my second
son, it did not take long to re-ignite my passion. After a lot of research, determination and passion, I
have am finally here.
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S K I N P R OT E C T

OxyDerm

by Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals
for Pollution-free Radiance
Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals presents an advanced
bleaching solution, OxyDerm powered by
Pollution Cutter technology for glowing skin

P

ollution is one of the most prominent
reasons for all types of skin concerns.
It exposes skin to impurities which
can impact its texture and cause
sensitivity. In India, pollution is at its peak in
summers and cause skin woes, like, clogged
pores, excess sebum and tan. Taking cue,
Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals, the pioneer in the
professional skin care and diagnosis, brings
an advanced bleaching solution that defies
pollution to reveal radiant skin. It battles all skin
worries and comes in two ranges – OxyDerm
and OxyDerm Gold. After years of research,
this formula is powered by Pollution Cutter
technology that draws out pollution, removing
the excess oil and dust.

The range
OxyDerm is a breakthrough innovation designed to conceal facial hair while keeping the
skin soothed and hydrated. It is a complete bleaching system for skin lightening which
is dermatologically tested, safe and can be used across all age groups. At Cheryl’s,
experts believe in a thorough diagnosis before prescribing any treatment. Keeping that
in mind, OxyDerm is one of the most innovative products of Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals.
USP: The Pollution cutter technology works to clear clogged pores, remove excess
oil, reduce dullness. Naicinamide further removes tan and makes the skin radiant.
Combinations like Aloe Vera soothes the skin, Vitamin B3 helps skin lightening and
Hyaluronate moisturises the skin.
OxyDerm is a three step system, enriched with soothing actives and anti-irritants that
make the service safe and soothing for the skin.
Variants: The two variants consist of OxyDerm for fine hair and OxyDerm Gold for thick
hair that lightens at a level higher than OxyDerm. OxyDerm service is designed to work
with sensitive skin and is not harsh on skin as in case of epilation.

OxyDerm Bleach is a pathbreaking service that helps the skin recover from the
ill effects of pollution with its innovative technology. Its superior cosmeceutical formula
makes it safe without any fear of sensitivity or damage. I strongly recommend clients
to avail this service with Cheryl’s as it works on every skin type.
– Gunjan Jain,

National Education Manager, Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals.
OxyDerm service is available exclusively in Cheryl’s salon. This service can also be availed with facials/skin treatments.
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CELEB STYLE
“My idea of beauty”
While most people believe that what looks good on the outside, is
also good inside, I have a different view. I believe that you definitely
need to work on the person you are and be good inside and out.
The realisation that you need to improve and make an effort to do
so, is my idea of beauty.

“My skin care”
One of my mother’s friend makes some very basic homemade
products that I am using these days. There is a face cleanser, scrub
and a shea butter cream which I apply on my face at night, however,
in the day I only use a face cream and a moisturiser. I try to eat
healthy and drink a lot of water in order to stay hydrated. Yoga has
really helped me achieve a flawless complexion. Also, I ensure that I
sleep and wake up on time. This has made a significant difference. I
feel, if you sleep enough and eat well-cooked healthy meals, half the
battle is won. I am now a vegetarian, as a veg diet is light and better
suited to our weather. Also, in summer, one must make sure that he
or she hydrates well and eats healthy to have a great skin. Vitamin
C, fresh juice, oranges or hydrating fluids go a long way in ensuring
healthy skin. One glass of fresh juice is likely to do more than a ton
of cosmetics. My favourite skin care product is Kumkumadi oil, a
herbal formulation for a bright skin tone. I take gentle care of myself
and do not bother with my skin too much which is why maybe it
looks nice and clean. Not doing too much, I guess, is the key! There
are days when I do not even wear sunscreen. I apply moisturisers,
coconut oil, and sometimes, even ghee on my face, depending on
the requirement as my skin is a dry one. I do not take out time for a
regular beauty routine.

“My hair care”
I use a homemade pack of flowers and Fenugreek on a weekly
basis. Bananas are also great for the hair, and oiling my hair twice a
week is a must!

“Message for the readers”
It is a good idea to enjoy looking after your hair and skin. Have fun
with it, and do not be under pressure to look flawless.”

Isha Talwar

Stress Free Regime
Best known for her 2018 release Kaalakaandi
where she was seen sharing screen space with
Saif Ali Khan, the multilingual actress Isha Talwar
is a big fan of homemade hair and skin products.
In a time when the shop shelves are laden with
paraben and suphate free beauty products,
Talwar prefers to raid her kitchen instead for
everyday self care routine. She reveals her
øawless skin secrets with Salon India
by Jaideep Pandey
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RAPID
FIRE
The beauty
trend I love:

Minimal makeup, nude looks.
Six things I do
not leave home
without: House

key, watch,
chocolate,
charger,
lip balm,
sunglasses.
My favourite
lip colour: Lip

Tint by Bene÷t.

V I S U A L DY N A M I C S

Cedar Spa by

L’Occitane

Luxurious Provencal
Experience
Nestled amidst the Himalayan hill town of
Mussoorie, lies Cedar Spa by L’Occitane
at JW Marriott Walnut Grove Resort &
Spa. Surrounded by plush dense jungles
and the beautiful Landour in the east,
Cedar Spa promises to be a haven for
Mediterranean wellness packages
by Shivpriya Bajpai

Size of the spa: 3,630 square feet.
Time taken to complete construction:
Two years.

Owner of the spa: Sanghvi Brands.
Architect: Kothari Associates.
About the spa: Nestled amidst the
Himalayan hill town of Mussoorie with
plush dense jungles covering the
western extremity and the beautiful
Landour to the east, lies Cedar
Spa by L’Occitane – a haven for
Mediterranean wellness, touted as the best spa in Mussoorie.
Situated inside JW Marriott Mussoorie Walnut Grove Resort &
Spa, the spa is a sanctuary of tranquility to rejuvenate the body
and soul. The majestic Cedar trees dominate the ridge line of
the hill station which lasts for centuries, are used to create the
signature treatments which is the perfect blend of the native
flora, amalgamated with natural L’Occitane products, the perfect
Mediterranean wellness experience with the native touch.
Cedar Spa by L’Occitane has soft lighting, aromatic scents
and relaxing ambience which rejuvenates the clients. The escape
begins with scent – from the moment you enter a L’Occitane Spa,
it transport you to Provence. Light orange hues set the tone for the
colour of the spa. Immortelle and Lavender bunches are scattered
tastefully across. Soft lights and candles lead you through glass
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